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A B S T R A C T

The thermal convection in a cylindrical container heated by a solenoid and cooled with an oil-based ferrofluid is
numerically studied. The temperature and the velocity fields are compared to those obtained with pure oil to
assess the benefits of using ferrofluids for cooling systems like electrical transformers. The influence of the
magnetic body force on the flow and the temperature in the system is investigated in various configurations. One
original result established in this paper is that the changes in the fluid properties due to the presence of na-
noparticles, such as viscosity and thermal conductivity, have a significant impact on the heat transfers. A second
result is that the use of a ferromagnetic core enhances the cooling.

1. Introduction

Ferrofluids are suspensions of magnetic nanoparticles in a liquid
carrier. Thermal agitation and the addition of a surfactant prevent se-
dimentation and aggregation of the nanoparticles. If well prepared, the
suspension stays stable even under the action of a magnetic field. It is
common to use the continuum hypothesis to model ferrofluids. In the
presence of a magnetic field, the nanoparticles generate a body force
that depends on the gradient of the amplitude of the magnetic field.
Among the various models for this effect that are available in the lit-
erature, we are going to consider in this paper the so-called Kelvin body
force model (N/m3):

= ∇μF M H( · ) ,0 (1)

where μ0 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum, M is the ferrofluid
magnetization, and H is the magnetic field. This body force model is
dominant in the literature on ferrofluid modeling, see [1–5] for in-
stance. Since magnetization decreases with the temperature due to the
thermal agitation of the magnetic dipoles of the nanoparticles, tem-
perature gradients generate spatial variations of the magnetic body
force. This force is stronger in cold regions than in hot regions. If the
magnetic field source is close to the heat source [6], the spatial varia-
tions of the magnetic body force lead to a global motion called

thermomagnetic convection.
The magnetic nanoparticles, generally composed of metallic mate-

rial, do not only cause thermomagnetic convection, they also affect the
properties of the fluid. The density, the heat capacity, the thermal
conductivity, the thermal expansion, and the viscosity of the ferrofluid,
seen as an homogeneous medium, are different from that of the base
fluid [7,8]. These changes of properties may have antagonizing effects
on the cooling performance of ferrofluids. For example, while the in-
crease of thermal conductivity improves the heat transfer rate, the in-
crease of viscosity slows down the flow and therefore may reduce heat
transfers. It is thus unclear whether using ferrofluid for cooling purpose
is beneficial or not, [9].

The goal of the present work is to investigate the use of ferrofluids
for the cooling of electromagnetic systems, such as power transformers.
If the heat transfer rate can be increased in these devices by using
ferrofluids, the volume of cooling fluid could be either reduced or
mechanical cooling systems could be avoided. Early experiments on
small distribution transformers using either a ferrofluid or a pure
transformer oil as cooling agent show that the overall temperature is
lower in the ferrofluid setup [10]. It is also observed in [11] that heat
transfers are enhanced by using ferrofluid instead of regular oil to cool
an immersed coil. Encouraging numerical simulations of a transformer
prototype are reported in [12]: a strong temperature reduction is
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observed when using a ferrofluid. Experimental works on a transformer
prototype [13,14] also show the benefit of ferrofluid as coolant: the
temperature at hot-spots is significantly lowered. The temperature of an
immersed coil is numerically shown to be lower when using ferrofluid
in [15], but this result is only theoretical since the impact of the na-
noparticles on the physical properties was not taken into account.

The aim of the present paper is to understand the influence on heat
transfers of both the thermomagnetic convection and the modifications

of the fluid properties due to the presence of magnetic nanoparticles.
An immersed coil system, close to that of [11], is simulated with the
SFEMaNS code [16]. The thermo–hydrodynamical model is first vali-
dated against an experiment on pure transformer oil. The temperature
and velocity fields obtained with transformer oil and transformer oil-
based ferrofluid are then compared to assess and understand the benefit
of using ferrofluids. An iron core is added to observe the effect of a
piece of ferromagnetic material representing the magnetic core of an
electrical transformer. Classical models for the properties of the ferro-
fluid taking into account the volume fraction of magnetic nanoparticles
are used. The ferrofluid magnetization follows an approximation of
Langevin’s law, generally considered in the literature to be an appro-
priate model of the paramagnetic behavior. This model naturally

Fig. 1. Setup using pure transformer oil (experiment and numerical simula-
tions). The cross marks show the three thermal sensors used to monitor the
temperature.

Table 1
Dimensions of the experimental setup.

Parameter Ht Rt ew1 ew2 ew3 H0

Value (cm) 12.5 3.1 1 2 1 3.9

Parameter L0 Ri Re Rc ec1 ec2

Value (cm) 2.1 0.8 1.175 2.6 2 1

Fig. 2. Setups used for numerical simulations with ferrofluid. The cross marks show the points where the temperature is monitored ( =r 1 cm, =z 7. 5 cm).

Fig. 3. Dynamic viscosity of the vegetable oil eN 1215 with respect to tem-
perature and approximation (20).

Table 2
Properties used in the simulations.

Property Copper Oil Aluminum PVC Iron Magnetite

Density (kg/m3) 8933 922 2.70e3 1.4e3 7870 5.18e3
Thermal expansion

(/K)
– 7.4e−4 – – – –

Heat capacity (J/
K·kg)

385 1970 945 1e3 447 630

Therm. cond. (W/
m·K)

401 0.166 201 0.16 80.2 6
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includes the temperature dependence [17].

2. Material and methods

2.1. Problem description

We consider an electromagnetic system constituted of a copper coil
immersed in a ferrofluid composed of transformer oil with magnetite
nanoparticles in small concentration. The ferrofluid is enclosed in an
aluminium container. A magnetic field is produced by a DC current
flowing through the coil. The heat source is the Joule effect in the coil.
The action of the magnetic field combined with the heat flux generates
thermomagnetic convection [6]. This setup is a simplified model of an
electrical transformer. In the present paper we present numerical si-
mulations and experimental results on this configuration.

Fig. 1 shows the setup that is used for the experiment and a first
series of numerical simulations; the dimensions are reported in Table 1.
The cap is made of PVC to avoid short circuits. The positions of the
thermal sensors are indicated by crosses. Fig. 2 shows two other con-
figurations that are used only for numerical simulations whose purpose
is to test the ferrofluid effects. In the first configuration (left panel)
there is no ferromagnetic core at the center of the coil, whereas there is
one in the second configuration (right panel). In both cases, the di-
mensions of the coil and the container are the same as those in Fig. 1.
The temperature is monitored in the coil in a region where the tem-
perature is close to being maximal; this point is indicated by a cross.
The cap of the container is made of aluminium. We have verified nu-
merically that whether the cap is made of PVC or aluminium does not
change significantly the temperature distribution. We have chosen to
report the numerical results obtained with an aluminium cap since it

may better represent an actual transformer.

2.2. Governing equations

In this paper we only consider weakly concentrated ferrofluids
(volume fraction of nanoparticles ⩽ϕ 7%) which, as reported in the
abundant literature on the topic, are well described by using the
homogeneous fluid hypothesis. The magnetostatic approximation for
electromagnetism is used in the solids and in the fluid; the equations are

∇ × =H J, (2)

∇ =μH·( ) 0, (3)

where H is the magnetic field, J is the current density, equal to
=J e es θ

NI
S θ in the coil and zero elsewhere (N is the number of windings,

I is the enforced current and S is the section of the coil body), and μ is
the magnetic permeability. The motion of the fluid is modeled by the
incompressible Navier–Stokes equations:

∂ + ∇ + ∇ −∇ ∇ = − + ∇ρ ρ p η T αρg T T μ M T Hu u u u e( · ) ·( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ,t
s

z0 0

(4)

∇ =u· 0, (5)

where u is the velocity, p is the pressure, T is the temperature, T0 is the
exterior temperature, ρ is the density, η is the dynamic viscosity, and α
is the thermal expansion. Here we use the notation
∇ = ∇ + ∇u u u( ( ) )s 1

2
T . The buoyancy effects are modeled by using the

Boussinesq approximation. The last term on the right-hand side is the
simplified expression of the Kelvin body force given in Eq. (1) with the
convention =M M‖ ‖ and =H H‖ ‖; this expression is obtained by as-
suming that ferrofluid magnetization M is instantaneously aligned with

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the method; nmax is the maximum number of iterations. Due to the DC current, the magnetic field is computed only once.
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the magnetic field H and ∇ × =H 0 in the fluid, [1]. The conservation
of energy is modeled as follows:

∂ + ∇ −∇ ∇ =ρc T ρc T λ T fu( · ) ·( ) ,t T (6)

where c is the specific heat capacity, λ is the thermal conductivity, and
fT is the heat source, equal to the Joule effect RI

V

2
in the coil and zero

elsewhere (R is the electrical resistance of the wire and V is the volume
of the coil body). The energy production by viscous dissipation is ne-
glected.

The boundary condition for the magnetic problem × =H n 0 is
enforced at the exterior boundary of the tank and the cap. The non-slip
boundary condition =u 0 is applied at the boundary of the fluid do-
main. The air convection at the top and on the lateral wall of the
container is modeled by using a Robin boundary condition on the
temperature:

− ∇ = −λ T h T Tn· ( ),0 (7)

where h is the convection coefficient and n is the outer unit normal
vector. The homogeneous Neumann boundary condition ∂ =T 0z is
enforced at the bottom of the tank. The initial conditions are

= =T Tu 0, ,0 and =H 0.

2.3. Ferrofluid modeling

We assume that the magnetization intensity is proportional to the
magnetic field intensity, and the proportionality constant depends on
the temperature:

=M χ T H( ) , (8)

with χ the susceptibility given by an approximation of Langevin’s law
[17]:

=χ T
ϕμ πd M

k T
( )

18
,

B

0
3

0
2

(9)

Fig. 5. Finite element 1 meshes. Left: without core; Right: with core.

Fig. 6. Grid dependence test.
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where ϕ is the volume fraction of magnetic material, d is the particle
diameter, M0 is the particle magnetization, and kB is the Boltzmann
constant. Notice that in the present setting, it is essential that χ depends
on the temperature for the Kelvin force to be active. If χ is constant,
then ∇ = ∇μ M T H μ χ H( )0 0

1
2

2, and the Kelvin force in Eq. (4) is just an
hydrostatic pressure, which cannot generate any motion. But, when χ
depends on T, the gradient of magnetization in the ferrofluid due to the
evolution of the temperature leads to a gradient of the magnetic body
force in Eq. (4), which generates thermomagnetic convection. In Eq.
(3), the magnetic permeability μ is defined to be a piecewise constant.
It is equal to +μ χ T(1 ( ))0 0 in the ferrofluid.

The properties of the ferrofluid are obtained from the properties of
the transformer oil and the magnetite of the nanoparticles. The density
and the specific heat capacity are determined from a mixture law re-
lative to the volume fraction of magnetic material ϕ:

= + −ρ ϕρ ϕ ρ(1 ) ,ff p bf (10)

= − +ρ c ϕ ρ c ϕρ c(1 ) ,ff ff bf bf p p (11)

where the subscripts “ff”, “bf” and “p” refer to the ferrofluid, the base
fluid and the nanoparticles respectively.

The thermal conductivity is described by the classical model of
Maxwell for nanofluids [18,19]:

=
+
−

=
−

+
λ

βϕ
βϕ

λ β
λ λ

λ λ
1 2

1
,

2
.ff bf

p bf

p bf (12)

To avoid sedimentation and aggregation of the nanoparticles, the
particles are coated with surfactant. This coating changes some physical

properties of the fluid, and this effect is modeled by introducing a
second volume fraction, ∼ϕ , that accounts for the presence of the sur-
factant. The nanoparticles are supposed to have a diameter =d 10 nm
and the surfactant thickness is supposed to be =s 2 nm. The volume
fraction of the nanoparticles free of surfactant and the volume fraction
of the nanoparticles when coated with surfactant are related through
the following expression:

= ⎛
⎝

+ ⎞
⎠

∼ϕ s
d

ϕ1 2 .
(13)

The dynamic viscosity is based on Rosensweig’s model [8]:

=
⎛

⎝
⎜ − +

− ⎞

⎠
⎟

∼
∼

∼
∼

−

η ϕ
ϕ

ϕ
ϕ η1 5

2

1
.c

c
ff

5
2

2
2

1

bf
(14)

with =∼ϕ 0.74c . The thermal expansion of the magnetic material and the
surfactant is neglected and the thermal expansion of the ferrofluid is
thus defined by

= −∼α ϕ α(1 ) .ff bf (15)

2.4. Solid parts modeling

The magnetic permeability μ is equal to μ0 in the cap, the container
walls, and the coil. Based on the dimensions of the coil body, the wire
and the number of windings, we estimate that the copper represents

=ϕ 37%Cu of the volume of the coil body. To account for the presence of
oil within the coil body, the properties of the coil are homogenized in
the numerical simulations by using the expressions:

= + −ρ ϕ ρ ϕ ρ(1 ) ,coil Cu Cu Cu xx (16)

= + −ρ c ϕ ρ c ϕ ρ c(1 ) ,coil coil Cu Cu Cu Cu xx xx (17)

where the index xx must be replaced by either bf or ff depending on the
configuration considered. The thermal conductivity is given by the
analytical law developed in [20, Eqs. (12)–(13)]:

⎜ ⎟= − ⎛

⎝
+ −

−
− ⎞

⎠

−
λ
λ

ϕ ϕ
ϕ

ϕ
ϕ

1 2 Λ
0.075422 Λ

Λ 1.060283
0.000076

Λ
,coil

xx
Cu Cu

Cu
6

2
Cu
12

Cu
12 1

(18)

⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

+ ⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

−λ
λ

λ
λ

Λ 1 1 ,Cu

xx

Cu

xx

1

(19)

where λxx is either λbf or λff depending on the configuration considered.
This approach is used in [15] in a similar case.

2.5. Physical properties

The number of windings is =N 33. The electrical resistance of the

Fig. 7. Comparison of the numerical results with the experimental data using
pure transformer oil.

Fig. 8. Time evolution of the temperature at the hot spot for various volume fractions of nanoparticles. Left: Without core; Right: With core.
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wire is =R 47 mΩ. The current flowing in the wire is =I 12 A.
The transformer oil used in the experiment is the vegetable oil eN

1215. The dynamic viscosity strongly varies with the temperature and
is approximated by using the expression:

= ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

η T A B
T

( ) exp ,
(20)

with ≃ × ≃ ×−A B1. 3 10 Pa·s, 3. 1 10 K6 3 and T in K. The comparison
between the model (20) and the manufacturer’s data is presented in
Fig. 3. Since the dependence of the other fluid properties (density,
thermal expansion, specific heat capacity, and thermal conductivity)
with respect to the temperature is small over the temperature range
considered in this work, the said fluid properties are assumed to be
constant and are equal to their value at 20 °C. The properties of the
different materials used in this work are presented in Table 2.

The magnetization of the magnetite is =M 446 kA/m0 and the re-
lative magnetic permeability of the iron core is taken equal to 1000.

3. Computational details

3.1. Numerical method

The numerical simulations are done with the magnetohy-
drodynamics code called SFEMaNS (see [16]). The approximation in
space uses Fourier expansions and finite elements. The method is based
on cylindrical coordinates, and every field f is solved as a partial Fourier
sum relative to the azimuthal direction

∑ ∑= +
= =

f r θ z f r z mθ f r z mθ( , , ) ( , )cos( ) ( , )sin( ),
m

m

m
c

m

m

m
s

0 1

max max

(21)

where mmax is the maximum number of complex Fourier modes. The
Fourier coefficients f r z( , )m

c and f r z( , )m
s are approximated by using

Lagrange finite elements in the meridian section. Once the nonlinear
terms are made explicit in Eqs. (4)–(6), all the Fourier coefficients can
be solved independently in parallel. The nonlinear terms are computed
by using a parallelized version of FFT3W. The linear algebra for each
Fourier coefficient is done in parallel by using subroutines from the
portable extensible toolkit for scientific computation library (PETSc)
[21]. In conclusion, the SFEMaNS code is parallelized in the Fourier
direction and in each meridian section.

Quadratic, 2, continuous Lagrange elements are used for the tem-
perature and the velocity and linear, 1, continuous Lagrange elements
are used for the pressure to ensure the inf-sup condition. The magnetic
field is approximated by using quadratic continuous Lagrange elements,
with a technique to enforce ∇ =μH·( ) 0 based on a penalty method. The
coupling across the axisymmetric interfaces of discontinuous electric
conductivity or magnetic permeability is enforced by an interior pen-
alty method. SFEMaNS has been thoroughly validated on numerous
analytical solutions and against other magnetohydrodynamics codes
[16,22–24].

The equations considered in this paper are solved according to the
flowchart shown in Fig. 4. All the computations reported in this paper
are done assuming axisymmetry, i.e., =m 0max . We have done various
computations with >m 0max (not reported here) and observed that the
solution is axisymmetric in the conditions considered here.

3.2. Finite element meshes

The numerical simulations reported in this paper are done with two
different meridian meshes. For the simulations in the configuration

Fig. 9. Setup without ferromagnetic core. Time evolution of the temperature at the hot spot with and without the Kelvin force.
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without core, the mesh is composed of 3786 1 nodes and 14, 048 2

nodes. The mesh for the configuration with a core is composed of
4723 1 nodes and 17, 762 2 nodes. The mesh size goes from 0.04 cm in

the coil and close to the core boundary to 0.15 cm at the exterior
boundary of the container, see Fig. 5.

In order to test the accuracy of the method we have done compu-
tations with various meshsizes. We show in Fig. 6 two series of com-
putations: one is done on the configuration with pure transformer oil
and without the core using the mesh composed of 3786 1 nodes and

14, 048 2 nodes, the other series is done on the refined mesh obtained
from the previous one by dividing each triangle into four new triangles.
The global kinetic energy and the L2-norm of the temperature are
shown as functions of time for the two meshes. We observe that refining
the mesh does not bring any significant change to the results, thereby

showing that the approximation error is negligible for any practical
purpose.

4. Experiment vs. numerics using pure transformer oil

Here, the thermo–hydrodynamical model is validated against ex-
perimental data obtained using pure transformer oil. The Kelvin force is
zero in this case. We show in Fig. 7 the time evolution of the tem-
perature for the three thermal sensors, see Fig. 1. The convection
coefficient =h 8 W/m ·K2 has been optimized to match this experiment
and is within the typical range often reported in the literature, [25]. We
have observed in the numerical simulations that the oscillations that are
visible at the coil sensor are due to an unstable plume of hot fluid
flowing up from the coil to the top wall. The period is about 6 s. The

Fig. 10. Setup with ferromagnetic core. Time evolution of the temperature at the hot spot with and without the Kelvin force.

Fig. 11. Setup without core ( =ϕ 7% for (b) and (c)). Temperature field in the meridian plane at =t 10, 000 s.
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numerical results are close to the experimental ones, and the ther-
mo–hydrodynamical model is thus validated.

5. Numerical simulations with ferrofluid

In this section we report on numerical simulations done with fer-
rofluids. As previously explained, the properties of the fluid are
changed due to the presence of the nanoparticles and an additional
(magnetic) body force is present in the momentum equations. Five
volume fractions of nanoparticles ϕ are tested: 0 (pure oil), 1, 3, 5 and

7%.

5.1. Influence of ϕ on the temperature

Fig. 8 shows the time evolution of the temperature at a point in the
coil where the temperature is close to being the highest. The results for
the volume fractions 0, 1, 3, 5 and 7% are reported. The results in the
left panel have been obtained for the configuration without core, and
the results in the right panel have been obtained for the configuration
with a ferromagnetic core. We observe that, for all the volume fractions

Fig. 12. Setup without core ( =ϕ 7% for (b) and (c)). Axial velocity field and streamlines in the meridian plane at =t 10, 000 s.

Fig. 13. Setup with core ( =ϕ 7% for (b) and (c)). Temperature field in a meridian plane at =t 10, 000 s.

Fig. 14. Setup with core ( =ϕ 7% for (b) and (c)). Axial velocity field and streamlines in a meridian plane at =t 10, 000 s.
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considered, the higher the volume fraction, the lower the temperature
over the entire time range. In the absence of core, the temperature
difference between =ϕ 0 and =ϕ 7% is approximately 4 °C at

=t 10, 000 s. In the presence of the ferromagnetic core, this tempera-
ture difference is approximately 13 °C. These simulations show that the
heat transfer rate is improved when using ferrofluid instead of regular
oil. This temperature difference is the highest when there is a ferro-
magnetic core.

5.2. Compared influence of physical properties and the Kelvin force

In order to compare the effect of the Kelvin force with the changes
of physical properties due to the presence of the nanoparticles, we now
perform computations with the ferrofluid but with the Kelvin force
being switched off. The results are reported in Fig. 9 (no core) and
Fig. 10 (core). In each graph, we show again the time evolution ob-
tained with =ϕ 0 and ≠ϕ 0 with the Kelvin force being active, and we
report also the time evolution obtained with ≠ϕ 0 and the Kelvin
force being switched off. In the absence of core, the effects of the
changes in the physical properties are of the same order as that of the
Kelvin force. For instance, with =ϕ 7 % and at =t 10, 000 s, the change
in physical properties reduces the temperature by 2 °C approximately
and the Kelvin force further reduces the temperature by 2 °C.

When there is a ferromagnetic core, the effects due to the changes in
physical properties are small compared to the effects of the Kelvin
force. For instance, for =ϕ 7%, at =t 10, 000 s, the changes of the
physical properties reduce the temperature by 3 °C approximately, and
the Kelvin force further reduces the temperature by 10 °C.

In conclusion, the numerical simulations reported in this section
show that the changes in physical properties can affect the temperature
of the system in a non negligible manner, and in some cases can be of
the same order as the effects of the Kelvin force.

5.3. Temperature and velocity fields with and without Kelvin force

In this section we fix =ϕ 7%, and we compare the temperature and
velocity fields in the meridian section at =t 10, 000 s in the same
configurations as in Section 5.2; namely, = =ϕ ϕ0, 7% without the
Kelvin force, and =ϕ 7% with the Kelvin force.

We show in Figs. 11 and 12 the temperature and the velocity fields
obtained in the configuration without ferromagnetic core. We observe
the same behavior on the temperature field as that reported in Section
5.2 for the hot spot. The temperature decrease induced by the Kelvin
force has its origin in the change in the convection pattern. The con-
vection cells in the panels Figs. 12a and b are similar but are clearly
different from that in panel Fig. 12c. In this panel, we observe that the
Kelvin force generates a second convection cell inside the coil, close to
the bottom of the coil. The modifications of the flow induced by the
Kelvin force strengthens the heat transfer rate.

The same types of results are presented in Figs. 13 and 14 for the
configuration with the ferromagnetic core. Again, the maximum tem-
perature in the system is reduced when the pure oil is replaced by
ferrofluid and with the Kelvin force switched off (from 77.63 °C to
75.3 °C). The action of the Kelvin force makes the convection more
vigorous and the cooling is consequently more efficient (from 75.3 °C to
64.4 °C). The temperature drop due to the Kelvin force is more pro-
nounced here (10.9 °C with the core, 2.2 °C without the core). Notice
that for pure transformer oil the maximum temperature is larger in the
configuration with the ferromagnetic core than in the configuration
without the core (71.2 °C without the core, 77.6 °C with the core). This
effect is reversed with the ferrofluid ( =ϕ 7%); the maximum tempera-
ture decreases from 67.1 °C without the core to 64.4 °C with the core.
The core has thus a negative impact when using pure transformer oil
and a positive one when using ferrofluid. The velocity field is strongly
modified by the presence of the core; the core blocks the upward flow
along the axis, see Fig. 14c. Notice that when the Kelvin force is active
there are recirculation cells at the top and at the bottom of the core; the
top and bottom spatial distributions of the velocity are almost sym-
metrical. These two convection cells enhance the cooling effect. Notice
finally that the axial velocity is significantly higher when there is a
ferromagnetic core.

We show in Fig. 15 the radial temperature profile at =z 7. 5 cm and
=t 10, 000 s. This height is that of the hot spot thermal sensor. One can

clearly identify the core, coil, fluid and wall regions on the three curves
shown in the figure. The plateaus correspond to the core and the wall.
The temperature drop observed in the core when the pure oil is

Fig. 15. Setup with core (ferrofluid with =ϕ 7%). Temperature profile
=T r z( , 7.5 cm) at =t 10, 000 s.

Fig. 16. Maximum temperature in the system at =t 10, 000 s as a function of the volume fraction of nanoparticles.
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replaced by the ferrofluid and the Kelvin force switched off is about
2 °C. The temperature drop is about 17 °C when the Kelvin force is ac-
tive in the fluid.

5.4. Maximum temperature and Nusselt number

Fig. 16 shows the maximum temperature in the system at

=t 10, 000 s for all the volume fractions considered. The results shown
in Fig. 16a correspond to the configuration without the ferromagnetic
core, and the results shown in Fig. 16b correspond to the configuration
with the core. In each panel we compare the maximum temperature
observed when the Kelvin force is active with the temperature observed
when the Kelvin force is inactive. For both cases (core or not), the
temperature decreases with the volume fraction. Also, for each con-
centration, the Kelvin force has a positive effect on the cooling. The
thermomagnetic effect is stronger when the core is present.

The efficiency of thermal convection is usually characterized in the
literature by a Nusselt number, which, in the present case, we define as
follows:

=
−
−

N
T T
T T

,u
max
cond

0

max
conv

0 (22)

where Tmax
cond is the maximum temperature in the system when con-

sidering only thermal conduction (the velocity is set to zero), and Tmax
conv

is the maximum temperature in the system when the convection is
active. Fig. 17 shows the Nusselt number computed at =t 10, 000 s for
all the volume fractions considered. The results shown in Fig. 17a
correspond to the configuration without the ferromagnetic core; the
results shown in Fig. 17b correspond to the configuration with the core.
Without the core, the Nusselt number decreases with the volume frac-
tion, whether the Kelvin force is active or not. As expected though, for
each concentration, the Nusselt number is larger when the Kelvin force
is active. With core, we observe again that the Nusselt number is larger

Fig. 17. Nusselt number at =t 10, 000 s as a function of the volume fraction of nanoparticles.

Fig. 18. Ferrofluid cooling ( =ϕ 7 %). Effect of the core and its magnetic per-
meability on the time evolution of the temperature at the hot spot.

Fig. 19. Ferrofluid cooling ( =ϕ 7%). Effect of the core and its magnetic permeability on the magnetic field intensity.
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when the Kelvin force is active. The Nusselt number decreases as the
volume fraction increases when the Kelvin force is switched off. The
behavior of the Nusselt number is not monotone when the Kelvin force
is active: it first increases until =ϕ 3% and then decreases.

These graphs show again that the thermomagnetic convection im-
proves the cooling of the solenoid by increasing the heat transfer rate.
Notice that comparing the Nusselt numbers in the various configura-
tions must be done with care: it may not be appropriate to estimate
which configuration is the most efficient for heat transfers. For instance,
without core and with the Kelvin force active, the Nusselt number at

=ϕ 7% is smaller than that at =ϕ 0% whereas the cooling is more ef-
ficient (see Fig. 16a).

5.5. Influence of the ferromagnetic core

The core has two main effects on the heat transfer process: it blocks
the upward motion of the flow close to the axis, and its high magnetic
permeability ( =μ 1000r ) changes the magnetic field, therefore chan-
ging the Kelvin force.

To discriminate the influence of these two effects, we set =ϕ 7% and
we simulate the configuration with a core whose magnetic permeability
is the same as that of the ferrofluid, i.e., ≃μ 1.75r . The magnetic field
that is generated in this situation is the same as that obtained with
ferrofluid in the configuration without core. Hence, this situation only
tests the blocking effect of the core.

Fig. 18 shows the effect of the core and its magnetic permeability on
the temperature at the hot spot. The blocking effect of the core has a
negative influence on the cooling performance; the temperature is
about 4 °C higher than in the configuration without the core at

=t 10, 000 s. This confirms that blocking the flow in the core region
reduces the heat transfer rate. When the magnetic permeability is that
of iron ( =μ 1000r ), the cooling performance is increased: the tem-
perature at the hot spot is about 8 °C less than that obtained with

=μ 1.75r . The blocking effect of the core is thus more than compen-
sated by increasing the magnetic permeability from =μ 1.75r to

=μ 1000r .
Fig. 19 shows the effect of the core and its magnetic permeability on

the magnetic field. As expected, the magnetic field in the configuration
without core is the same as in the configuration with a core with
magnetic permeability =μ 1.75r . When =μ 1000r , the magnetic field
gets stronger in the fluid region. This increased magnetic field creates
the strong convection cells observed in Fig. 14c, which in turn enhances
the cooling efficiency.

Fig. 20 shows the time evolution of the temperature drop at the hot
spot between a case without Kelvin force and a case with the Kelvin
force active for three configurations. The curve denoted as ‘No core’

corresponds to the case without core (see Fig. 11); the ‘Core- =μ 1000r ’
curve corresponds to the case with a core whose magnetic permeability
is 1000 (see Fig. 13); the ‘Core- =μ 1.75r ’ curve corresponds to the case
with a core whose magnetic permeability is 1.75. The temperature drop
goes from about 2 °C without core to 4 °C with the =μ 1.75r core and to
about 12 °C with the =μ 1000r core. Consequently, the change in the
magnetic permeability and the associated enhancement of the magnetic
field have more impact on the temperature drop than the blocking ef-
fect of the core.

6. Conclusions

We have numerically simulated the natural convection of a ferro-
fluid in a cylindrical container heated by a solenoid. The thermo–-
hydrodynamical model is first validated against an experiment using
transformer oil. Simulations with different volume fractions of mag-
netic nanoparticles are then performed to observe the heat transfer
effect of the properties of the ferrofluid and of the thermomagnetic
convection. In order to make this work more representative of an
electrical transformer, we have also studied the influence of a ferro-
magnetic core.

The ferrofluid appears to be an interesting cooling solution. The
maximum temperature decreases as the volume fraction of nano-
particles increases. The heat transfers are increased by the presence of a
ferromagnetic core. The Kelvin force significantly modifies the flow
pattern whether there is a ferromagnetic core or not. The numerical
results also demonstrate that the changes of the physical properties due
to the nanoparticles significantly enhance the heat transfers. We have
shown that the notion of Nusselt number must be used with care when
comparing the cooling efficiency of the various configurations in-
vestigated in the present work. Finally, the high magnetic permeability
of the core is shown to increase the magnetic field in the fluid region,
causing a strenghtening of the cooling by thermomagnetic convection.
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